Spirit-Centered

Service

We center ourselves in God as the
One Presence and One Power within
each of us.

We actively and joyously engage in
giving of ourselves.
Why This Is Our Core Value

Why This Is Our Core Value
Guidance, healing, and unlimited good flow
when one is centered in Spirit.

Our service allows deeper connections, and
we are inspired and enriched by our giving.
d

How Unity of Littleton
Expresses Service

How Unity of Littleton
Is Spirit-Centered
At all levels of Unity of Littleton, we are
Spirit-Centered and -Led in our decisions and
actions.
We infuse all of our gatherings with
prayer.
We are uplifted by inspirational music.
We agree and disagree in love and with
respect.

How An Individual Is
Spirit-Centered
I have a daily practice that keeps me
conscious of Spirit.
When I am centered in my Divine Nature,
I express my true self.
I act from an awareness of the Presence
of God in all.
I consider how my actions impact others
and the world.

Spirit-Centered
Service
Love
Welcoming
Spiritual Growth

We are attentive to the needs of our
congregation and the greater community.
We create an environment that
encourages people to serve.
We provide easy and fulfilling
opportunities for sacred service.
We support, value, and acknowledge
those who serve.

How An Individual
Expresses Service
I acknowledge God as my Source and
generously give of my time, talent, and
resources.
I look for new ways to be of service and
take authentic action.
I model Love in Action as I joyously give of
myself.
I keep the commitments I make.

Love

Welcoming

Spiritual Growth

We are spiritual beings expressing
God’s Love in all our actions.

With open hearts, we warmly welcome
all people.

Why This Is Our Core Value

Why This Is Our Core Value

We continue to expand and deepen
the way we understand and live
spiritual principles as we connect
more fully to the Divine within us.

By expressing love, we touch the Divine and
experience peace and wholeness.

When we come to know each other, our
hearts open and barriers fall.

How Unity of Littleton
Demonstrates Love
We treat everyone with respect and value
our diversity.
We intentionally create an environment
of compassion, acceptance, and caring.
We are committed to supporting both
children and adults in experiencing
themselves as the perfect creations of God
that they are.

How An Individual
Demonstrates Love
I love myself completely, as Spirit does,
and I express my divine perfection and
wholeness.
When I find myself missing the mark, I
consciously center myself in Love.
I reach out to others and acknowledge
the Divine Nature within each person.
I listen with empathy and seek to expand
loving relationships in the world.

How Unity of Littleton
Is Welcoming
We welcome and greet everyone with
loving acceptance.
We honor and respect personal
boundaries in how we interact with each
other.
We come together to connect, grow,
play, laugh, and compassionately support
each other.

How An Individual
Is Welcoming
I am friendly.
I invite new people into our spiritual
community with warmth, sincerity and
openness.
I listen with an open mind and
communicate with compassion.
I cultivate meaningful relationships and
foster shared connections within our
community.

Why This Is Our Core Value
As we spiritually mature, we expand our ability
to handle and accept life’s complexities with a
greater sense of inner peace and joy.

How Unity of Littleton
Practices Spiritual Growth
We deepen and expand our
understanding of Unity principles and seek to
consistently align with them.
We teach spiritual principles and
practices to help everyone cultivate their
relationship with God.
We support and encourage people to live
on their growing edge because spiritual
maturity is an ongoing journey destination.

How An Individual
Practices Spiritual Growth
I continuously develop myself spiritually,
personally, and intellectually while
maintaining my physical and emotional wellbeing.
I accept and use life’s challenges and
celebrations to grow spiritually.
I participate in the social and spiritual
activities of Unity of Littleton.

